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Upgrade System

How to upgrade DM, base, or handset

1

2

In the Upgrade Firmware block, click Browse to locate the downloaded DM/VIM firmware 

from your local system.

Access the web user interface of the DM/VIM, and go to Settings > Upgrade.

Related parameter:

static.firmware.url

Note: 

For small system:

When upgrading the DM, 

the registered base 

station will be upgraded 

automatically.

For large system:

When upgrading the VIM, 

the registered DM and 

base station will be 

upgraded automatically.

3 Click Upgrade.



Upgrade Base Individually

How to upgrade DM, base, or handset

1 Access the web user interface of the base, and go to Settings > Upgrade.

2

In the Upgrade block, click Browse to locate the downloaded base firmware from your local 

system.

Note: When the base is 

not registered to the DM, 

you need to manually 

upgrade the base 

individually.



Upgrade a Single Handset

How to upgrade DM, base, or handset

1

3

In the Select and update handset firmware block, click Browse to locate the downloaded 

handset firmware from your local system.

Access the web user interface of the DM/VIM, and go to Settings > Upgrade.

Related parameter:

over_the_air.url

over_the_air.url.w56h

over_the_air.url.w53h

over_the_air.url.cp930w

over_the_air.url.w59r

over_the_air.url.t41s_dd10k

over_the_air.url.t54w_dd10k

over_the_air.mode

There are two upgrade 

modes:

Grayscale Upgrade: two 

handsets per base station 

one time. The upgrading 

does not affect the use of 

the remaining handsets.

Normal: four handsets per 

base station one time. 

During upgrading, other 

handsets are not available 

for the base-related 

operations. For example, 

calling, accessing the 

directory.

4 Click Upgrade.

2 Select the desired upgrade mode.



Upgrade Multiple Handsets

How to upgrade DM, base, or handset

1

3

In the Select and update handset firmware block, click Add to add an entrance to import 

the firmware.

Access the web user interface of the DM/VIM, and go to Settings > Upgrade.

4 Click Upgrade All.

2 Select the desired upgrade mode.

Related parameter:

over_the_air.url

over_the_air.url.w56h

over_the_air.url.w53h

over_the_air.url.cp930w

over_the_air.url.w59r

over_the_air.url.t41s_dd10k

over_the_air.url.t54w_dd10k

over_the_air.mode

There are two upgrade 

modes:

Grayscale Upgrade: two 

handsets per base station 

one time. The upgrading 

does not affect the use of 

the remaining handsets.

Normal: four handsets per 

base station one time. 

During upgrading, other 

handsets are not available 

for the base-related 

operations. For example, 

calling, accessing the 

directory.



Visit support.yealink.com for more information.


